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The Imposter (2012) 
Director: Bart Layton 

“[It] was impossible. You could do that in a movie…  but  you  can’t  do  that  for  real.” 

Director Bart Layton’s film The Imposter follows the 1997 case of then 23-year-old 
French conman Frédéric Bourdin, and how he successfully convinced a San Antonio family 
that he was their missing 13-year-old son Nicholas Barclay. This film stands out in terms of 
its unique approach to documentary filmmaking. As Layton explains in the DVD 
commentary, “if a great storyteller such as Frédéric tells you an extraordinary story, it 
becomes a very visual experience – you have a movie that plays in your head as you listen 
to it, and that is what [he] wanted to create”1 for the viewer. He achieved this cinematic 
feeling by making the film’s B-roll footage consist predominantly of dramatizations of the 
events that his interviewees discuss. Many viewers will consider dramatizations and re-
enactments to be unsophisticated, and thus including them is a risky choice in documentary 
filmmaking. However, Layton and his film crew (including editor Andrew Hulme, line 
producer Vanessa Tovell, directors of photography Linda Hall and Eric Wilson, sound 
designer/mixer Andrew Stirk, and composer Anne Niktin) approached the production of The 
Imposter in an incredibly professional manner, and thus ensured that the dramatizations of 
scenes felt highly sophisticated and filmic. 

 Layton also chose to use re-enactments to remind his audience that the interviewees 
– both Bourdin and the Dollarhide family – are unreliable narrators. He explains that the re-
enactments add a sense of fiction, or drama, to their accounts, highlighting the fact that what 
we see is not necessarily the truth: rather, it is simply a visual representation of the story that 
is being told, and we only see what the speaker wants us to see. There is no dialogue in the 
dramatizations, creating a strong focus on the off-kilter, dreamlike atmosphere surrounding 
these scenes. For example, when Bourdin gets on a yellow school bus – a universally 
recognized symbol of the USA – he feels bewildered; a French man in the middle of an 
extremely American experience. Layton depicted this surreal feeling by attaching smoke 
machines to the bus’s ceiling, using the billowing smoke to reflect the “haze” of Bourdin’s 
mind at that moment. These not-quite-real re-enactments help to establish the film’s strong 
theme of deception, in that the audience themselves begin to wonder if they are being 
presented with the truth.  

At no point does Layton provide viewers with the entire story – for example, he 
withholds Bourdin’s backstory, and even his real name, until the very end of the film. The 
director justifies this choice in his commentary: “At this point none of them knew who he was, 
and I felt like it was important for us to also be in a similar position… part of what the journey 
is, is…  to  try  and  identify him, and I wanted us to experience that with them in the same way 
that we experience Kelly’s  journey  to  Spain, and we experience Frédéric’s  journey  to  
Texas.”2 This makes the viewer feel as if they are watching the events unfold before their 
eyes, thus immersing them in the story of The Imposter.  

Storyboarding became a critical step for Layton in ensuring that he was able to 
create a sophisticated and cinematic product. When the production process began, the 
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filmmakers weren’t fully informed of all the details regarding the Nicholas Barclay case. In 
order to piece together the entire story, they had to focus on shooting interviews with 
everyone involved before they could film anything else. These interviews provided a 
jumping-off point for the drama, allowing the crew to use the interviewees’ stories and 
personal accounts of events as references for their previsualisation during the pre-
production stage.  Because each interviewee gave very detailed accounts of the events, the 
film crew was indirectly provided with a kind of “shooting script”, or something to base all 
their storyboarding and planning around. 

This film is impressive for its ambitious cinematography, and the way that it ‘breaks 
the rules’ in terms of conventional documentary storytelling. Rather than presenting the story 
in a detached manner and simply feeding information to an audience, The Imposter takes 
viewers on an engrossing journey through the mysterious case of Nicholas Barclay’s 
disappearance. One of the ways in which this is accomplished is through variation in shot 
sizes and framing of the interview subjects. The members of Nicholas’ family are shot in a 
fairly typical manner: in mid-shots, to the left or right of the frame. Their placement within the 
frame usually means there is a lot of empty space around them, highlighting the feeling of 
something being missing within their family since Nicholas’ disappearance. The family 
members speak to the interviewer throughout the film, looking past the lens to someone 
behind it. Bourdin’s interview is shot in a different way to the family, immediately 
characterising him as an outsider. Unlike the family, who are shot in home environments, 
Bourdin’s backdrop is simply a white wall. This establishes his confusion about his identity, 
in that there is nothing surrounding him to give him a ‘personality’ or connection to a family. 
He is much larger in the frame than the others, shot in close-ups and speaking directly to the 
camera. The decision to make Bourdin gaze into the lens was made with the intention of 
making the audience experience how talented a conman he is. By being forced to look him 
in the eye, viewers are more easily manipulated, and are “on the receiving end of what he 
does, which is tell stories”3. Layton hoped that his audience might find themselves being 
persuaded by Bourdin’s charisma, thus helping them to better understand how the 
Dollarhide family was so easily fooled. 

Editing was also vital to the film’s narrative and its ability to engage audiences. The 
director wanted the film to have a complex structure that reflected the very compelling and 
bewildering journey that they went on as filmmakers, and the bizarre turns that the story 
took. Through the efforts of the editor Andrew Hulme, Layton was able to achieve this vision. 
Returning to the idea of tying the drama to the storyteller, the film includes scenes in which 
Adam O’Brian – the actor playing Bourdin in the dramatizations – lip-syncs the words that 
are spoken in Bourdin’s interviews, which reminds audiences that they are inside his head 
during these scenes. O’Brian proved to be an incredibly talented actor and was also able to 
mimic Bourdin’s speech patterns, mannerisms and facial expressions. Hulme skilfully cuts 
between shots of O’Brian and shots of Bourdin performing the same action, or making the 
same expression, to make documentary and drama two seamless, overlapping elements of 
the film. Such fast-paced back-and-forth editing is prevalent throughout the film as a whole. 
Many parts of the story are told multiple times from different perspective, and so editing 
helps to structure the time progression in the film and indicate when two events are 
occurring simultaneously. For example, Hulme achieves a sense of urgency in the scene 
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when Kelly leaves for Spain and Bourdin gets caught up in his lie. He does this by rapidly 
cutting from shots of Kelly arriving in the airport, to Bourdin bleaching his hair, to Kelly in the 
car, to Bourdin getting tattooed to fit Nicholas Barclay’s profile. This builds tension as a 
climax in both characters’ lives approaches, and creates a feeling of following the collision 
course of two separate worlds. Seeing the actions of Bourdin and Kelly occurring parallel to 
each other reinforces the contrast between the pair, and their different perspectives on the 
same experience – while Kelly is nervous and excited for their meeting, Bourdin is panicked 
and expecting inevitable failure. 

Layton had a vision of a story occurring in a “film-noir space”4, something which was 
also achieved through editing. Colour is very important to the language and feeling of any 
film, and this was manipulated during the post-production process of The Imposter. Hulme 
adjusted the colour temperature of scenes to create conflicting temperatures within the same 
frame. There was a focus on the contrast between warm and cool colours – specifically, 
yellow and blue. This was intended to reflect the heat of Texas compared to the environment 
of Europe which was, at that time, coming into winter. Therefore, scenes of Frédéric Bourdin 
had predominantly blue colour schemes – and he is dressed in blue during his interviews – 
whereas the family interviews and scenes of San Antonio were manipulated to have a 
yellowish tint. Lighting would have also contributed to the depiction of these two conflicting 
environments. The dramatizations of Bourdin’s situation are typically complemented with 
harsh, cold fluorescent lighting to enhance the feeling of stress that surrounds him. In 
contrast, the Dollarhides are lit in warm, soft, diffuse lighting, which gives them an image of 
innocence and wholesomeness. This also shows audiences that the Dollarhides were 
perceived by Bourdin as a safe haven, or an escape from his current environment. The 
brownish tones of San Antonio become even more prominent when we are introduced to 
Charlie Parker, the private investigator. Parker’s behaviour seems like something out of a 
movie – he is described by Layton as “a character who belongs in a Coen Brothers film”5 – 
and the sepia tones enhance the feeling that he is someone out of an old private-eye movie. 

The film’s score, composed by Anne Niktin, brilliantly carries the narrative 
progression, as well as revealing a lot about Bourdin’s character. Niktin aimed to capture the 
intrigue of Bourdin’s motivations by using a ‘ticking clock’ noise at the beginning of the film. 
This was represents his brain hatching a plan, and also highlights the fact that it’s all a 
matter of time before his web of lies falls apart. Niktin created this sound using a xylophone, 
and ensured that this ticking remained, relentless underneath all the other sounds that come 
in as the music progresses. As the lie becomes begins to snowball, the score evolves and 
increases in complexity, bringing in a harp, double bass, and violin. These string instruments 
effectively complement the cinematic elements of the film without overshadowing them. 

Although dramatizations were a very important part of The Imposter, the filmmakers 
also felt that it was vital to continually remind their audiences of the reality of these events. 
Most of the videos of Nicholas had burned up in a house fire, so the crew was left with a 
limited archive made up of photographs and small snippets of video. However, they used 
what they had access to very effectively, and each piece of archived footage serves as a 
very strong reminder of the truth behind the drama. Continually returning to this footage 
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throughout the film helps to “build a sense of Nicholas”6 and draws comparisons between 
the true Nicholas Barclay and the imposter. This reinforces the actual magnitude of the lie, 
as audiences realise that Bourdin is attempting to become a child that he knows nothing 
about. These videos and photographs are used to remind audiences that Nicholas is a real 
person, not simply an identity for Bourdin to assume. The filmmakers were lucky enough to 
also have access to actual footage from the day of Bourdin’s arrival in San Antonio. Inclusion 
of footage like this validates all the interviewees’  stories,  which is important as the audience 
naturally desires some kind of proof that these events really happened. The film also relies 
upon archive documents and footage relating to Frédéric Bourdin himself, including the 
passport picture that he took as Nicholas, the FBI and Interpol reports detailing who he really 
is and his past identities, and footage from a 20/20 interview of him having been 
incarcerated in a Texan prison. This gives audiences an insight into his backstory and past 
exploits or cons. This footage is mostly used in the final few scenes of the film, moving into a 
more traditional documentary space as the truth is revealed. The dramatized scenes recede 
in The Imposter’s final act, leaving audiences with nothing but real footage, interviews, and 
archive documents relating to a story so unbelievable, it has to be true. 
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 CONCEPT #1: UNTITLED GEOSEIS DOCUMENTARY 

An informative interview with my mother, Emily Brehas, reflecting upon her work in South 
Africa as a geophysicist. The film will explain the nature of her work at the South African 
seismic data processing company Geoseis, and provide an insight into the technical side of 
the mining industry. While I won’t be able to acquire any B-roll footage of the actual business 
environment – for obvious reasons of time and location – I will be able to cut to various 
images and documents that my mother has saved from her time at the organisation, 
including old computer instruction manuals, or promotional business photographs. I will also 
intersperse the interview with B-roll footage of my mother looking through her old things, or 
simply completing everyday activities like driving or making coffee.  

 

 CONCEPT  #2:  “JUVENILE” 

A short mockumentary film about 1950s juvenile delinquents. In this film I intend to explore 
the typical visual styles and conventions of retro  “greaser”  films such as Grease, Hairspray 
and Cry-Baby. It will star four female characters and three male characters – all of which will 
portray  typical  “bad  boy/girl”  characters,  except  for  two  of  the  boys  who  will  play  “squares”.  
In this film I intend to reflect upon the adolescent feelings and experiences that are shared 
over generations – specifically highlighting the constant teenage desire to create a 
counterculture in response to whatever environment adults put them in. This would be quite 
a difficult film to produce as it would require many actors, location scouting for areas that 
would fit the time period, and gaining access to appropriate costumes.  

 

 CONCEPT #3: “BREAKBEAST” 

A music and lyric video made to accompany the song “BreakBEAST” by Babeo Baggins. To 
complement the song’s lyrical style and content, I intend to create a film that is filled with 
shots of breakfast foods such as eggs and bacon, cereal, orange juice, coffee, toast and so 
on. I am very interested in the use of slow motion and hope to make use of it in this film, 
through shots of things like eggs being cracked, or juice being poured. I would like to shoot 
some of my film in a supermarket’s cereal aisle, although this could prove to be problematic 
as I would have no control over the environment – not to mention the fact that getting 
permission to shoot in the first place may be difficult, or even impossible. To achieve an 
aesthetic style reminiscent of a Saturday morning cartoon, I will not only film everything in 
very bright lighting but also employ colour correction tools in post-production in order to 
enhance the film’s bright, childlike colour palette. I also plan to use stock footage of an old 
cereal advertisement at the beginning of the film to help set the tone. My aim is to use all of 
these innocent and youthful aspects as a way of contrasting with the aggressive and 
“mature” lyrics of the song itself. In working on this project and creating a sophisticated final 
product I will need to have a strong focus on honing my post-production skills, in order to 
ensure that the video’s use of kinetic typography is effective and thus makes a positive 
contribution to the film as a whole.  
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 CONCEPT #4: “BATALVI” 

A music and lyric video made to accompany the song “Batalvi” by Swet Shop Boys. This 
song is performed by two men, one of whom is Indian and the other Pakistani, and it is 
therefore filled with very strong Asian cultural influence – both in style and in lyrics. Although 
I intend to work hard to create visually appealing and well-executed kinetic typography 
animation in this film, I will also make sure to have a strong focus on the imagery itself, as it 
can really make or break how engaging my final product is. A song with such a clear cultural 
style provides me with a lot of creative opportunities in terms of what the shots will consist of 
in this film. Being a music video, this film is not necessarily constrained by the limits and 
conventions of a typical “story” structure (that is, following a pattern of 
beginning/problem/resolution/conclusion) and so I plan to instead create a kind of video-
collage of images pertaining to Desi culture. This imagery will include things like shots of 
burning incense, women performing traditional Indian dances (in traditional costume), 
Pakistani/Indian/Asian foods, and even shots in locations around Melbourne that could 
contribute to this aesthetic. Locations and landmarks which I might choose to film include the 
Shri Shiva Vishnu temple in Carrum Downs. However, I am also interested in the concept of 
shooting scenes in Melbourne’s Central Business District to create a contrast between 
images of old cultural tradition and modern commerciality. I should be able to execute and 
achieve these film concepts with minimal difficulty as they are not extremely complicated, 
and I also do not plan to have very many shots of people. A reduced number of actors will 
help with making the principal photography process as easy, organised, and doable as 
possible. 

 

 CONCEPT #4: “HOME” 

This will be a documentary which explores the experience of travelling to a new country at a 
very young age. More specifically, this film will be about the experiences that my sister, 
Alexia, and I have had in Australia since we moved here from our country of origin – South 
Africa – in 2002. I plan to conduct interviews with my sister and also include footage of 
myself talking in this film. Topics and ideas discussed will include: differences and 
similarities/pros and cons between the countries, what we miss about South Africa, what we 
remember about South Africa, cultural identity, and how that identity impacts on our lives in 
Australia. My house is filled with old keepsakes and objects from Africa, and in filming these 
for my B-roll footage I will be able to highlight the fact that – despite having spent the 
majority of our years in Australia – our family keeps a bit of South Africa with them. I am also 
very interested in the idea of including old video footage of my sister and I in South Africa 
(or, perhaps, when we had first arrived in Melbourne) as this will add a very sentimental and 
personal element to the overall feeling of my film. 



Pitch: Batalvi
Ivana Brehas
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Log Line

• A kaleidoscopic, psychedelic music and lyric 
video to the tune of Swet Shop Boys’ Indo-
Pakistani rap song “Batalvi”.
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Outline
• This film predominantly consists of shots of an actress in traditional Indian costume, 

mingled with imagery of lush, colourful plant life (these shots may be used as 
backgrounds for the shots of the actress herself, as all of her scenes will be shot in a 
green-screen studio). In post-production these scenes will be edited in After Effects to 
appear strange and psychedelic. This will be achieved in a variety of ways: through 
colour correction of the actress, editing footage to create “glitch” effects, using the 
green-screen to create “duplicates” of the actress or using masks in After Effects to 
create a kaleidoscopic visual look in the nature shots, making the plants virtually 
unidentifiable*.  I also intend to edit these shots with jump cuts and “glitch” effects 
which will complement the choppy samples of Shiv Kumar Batalvi’s voice used in the 
song itself.

• My intention with editing these shots so dramatically is to create a strong focus on 
aesthetic rather than any narrative. The shots I will film serve the purpose of acting as a 
background for the lyrics, and so this editing will help to ensure that too much 
attention is not detracted from the textual aspect of the film.

• *See: “Production Design” section of this presentation.
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Shooting Schedule
• I have not secured any production dates yet, but as a rough estimate I

expect to be in the principal photography stage during the Term Two
holidays (27 June - 12 July). Ideally, I would like to even begin shooting prior
to the holidays (15 June) to allow myself time for potential reshooting.

• If I do begin shooting from the 15th of June, I intend to shoot exclusively on
weekends as this will be the most convenient time for myself and the actress
to shoot.

• As my concept is fairly simplistic and has few locations, I don’t expect that it
should take more than two or three days to shoot in its entirety (not
including a potential extra day for reshooting).

• I intend to film the shots occurring at the Royal Botanical Gardens or at the
Shri Shiva Vishnu Temple during the Term Two Holidays (27 June - 12 July) as
I may be too busy to travel to these locations during the term itself.
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Actors

• For the sake of efficiency and convenience, 
my film only stars one actor. I have cast 
Anysha Walia to star in this music video.
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Locations
• All scenes starring Anysha Walia will be shot at a green screen studio 

located in Frankston.

• I also plan to film some shots in the Royal Botanical Gardens (specifically, an 
area of lush bamboo forests), and possibly at a friend’s garden

• If I can acquire permission, I may also include an establishing shot of the Shri 
Shiva Vishnu temple in Carrum Downs at the start of my film, and/or shots 
of the temple and its surrounding plant life throughout the music video
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Props

• My film is focused on shots of the actress (Anysha Walia) interspersed with 
shots of nature. Therefore, I do not expect to be using any props in the 
making of this film. However, if I do choose to film any objects or have my 
actress use props during shooting, some items I might use include:

• Incense

• T2 “Blossom” tea - a flower that opens when hot water is poured on it. 
This could be very visually pleasing and congruent with the look of my 
film, particularly the scenes filmed in the Royal Botanical Gardens.
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Makeup

• Dark lipstick (red, maroon, mauve, 
purple)

• Gold face glitter and/or eyeshadow

• False eyelashes

• Heavy, dark eye makeup (mascara and 
eyeliner)

• I intend for this makeup to 
complement the actress’ outfit which 
has a predominantly red and gold 
colour scheme.
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Production Design
• I intend for this music video to be incredibly colourful and visually “busy”. I 

plan to achieve this look mainly during the post-production stage through 
colour correction and editing. I am very drawn to the idea of using bright, 
unrealistic colour palettes that are restricted to only two or three colours 
at a time.

• The composition of my shots is an integral part of the visual look of my film 
as I want much of it to appear surreal and kaleidoscopic. The film will feature 
a lot of repetition of imagery. Through the use of green-screen keying, I will 
be able to use my shots of the actress to create patterns which will exist as 
backdrops for the text.

• In conceptualizing my production design ideas, I have researched and 
referenced a wide variety of music videos. Many of these have served as 
influences for my own production design and aesthetic vision for this film.
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Production Design
• M.I.A.’s music videos and promotional images have been a strong influence 

on the visual design of my film, with specific regard to colour correction. 
Examples include:
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Production Design
• M.I.A.’s music videos and promotional images have 

been a strong influence on my visual design and 
use of editing in my film. Examples include:
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Production Design
• I have also referenced the production design of Big 

Sean’s “Beware” music video:
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Production Design
• Another music video which uses green screen and 

provides references for my own film’s visual 
composition is Rihanna’s “Rude Boy” music video.
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Production Design
• The kaleidoscopic elements of my film have also 

been influenced by The Traps’ “Eyes Open” music 
video:
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Production Design

• Because the “music video” portion of my film will be so visually 
overwhelming, crowded and colourful, I plan to use very 
minimalist, sans serif text. I will use kinetic typography in my film, 
but only to a moderate degree (such as using “wiggle” or “glitch” 
effects on certain words that are stressed in the song) so as to 
not create a music video that has too much fast action occurring 
at once.

• Potential fonts I might use include:

• Helvetica - SWET SHOP BOYS

• Arial Black - BATALVI
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Costumes/Accessories

• Anysha Walia will be costumed in a traditional 
two-piece Indian outfit which has been sourced 
from the actress herself. The costume features a 
red top and white skirt with gold detailing and 
embellishments.
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Costumes/Accessories
• The actress’ accessories will be coordinated with this costume. I intend to 

buy a variety of intricate gold jewelry to complement her outfit as well as 
contributing to the overall South Asian aesthetic of the film. Therefore, I 
intend to use jewelry such as ear-to-nose rings, headpieces and hand jewelry.
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Other Details
• Health and safety

• The majority of my film is going to be shot in a green-screen studio and there are no 
major health and safety considerations to be taken into account at this location for 
myself or the actress.

• However, as my final product is going to be a colourful film with fast-paced editing and 
flashing imagery, I think that it would be necessary to include an epilepsy warning for 
viewers at the start of the film.

• Audience

• My target audience for this music video is men and women aged between 15 and 25 
years old.

• Copyright clearance

• I have contacted Riz Ahmed of Swet Shop Boys and acquired permission to use 
“Batalvi” in my film.
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 SYNOPSIS: BATALVI 

I intend to film a music & lyric video for Swet Shop Boys’ song, “Batalvi”. Kinetic typography 
will be superimposed over the film clip as the song plays. The video itself will not have a 
storyline or follow a typical narrative structure of opening, development and resolution. 
Rather, I plan to focus on the aesthetic style of my film and, through the use of my visual 
imagery, intend to create an atmosphere congruent with the song’s Indian/Pakistani 
influences. I also plan to film every shot in slow motion. 

Some of these scenes will be filmed at a pool. To create a more stylised, glamorous 
“music video” image I plan to buy waterproof LED strips with which I will line the pool, 
making it stand out. I am also considering placing prop dollar bills on the water’s surface – 
imagery involving money is a typical convention of rap videos. Two actresses will be sitting 
at the pool’s edge.  
 I am also going to be filming shots of an actress wandering through the Royal 
Botanical Gardens, surrounded by lush foliage. A specific section of the Botanical Gardens 
which appeals to me as a potential shooting location is their small bamboo forest. The 
actress will be costumed in traditional Indian dress, which I have sourced from her parents in 
Malaysia. She will be heavily adorned with gold jewellery.  

My overall vision intends to be very reminiscent of Indian and Pakistani culture. 
However, as this is a modern rap song, I am also drawn to the idea of juxtaposition between 
the traditional scenes in the bamboo and the more modern shots at the swimming pool. The 
shots at the pool will be very static with parallel lines and stillness dominating the scene, and 
mise en scene through the use of the LED strips and the money will create an image of 
modernity and futurism. In contrast, the actress at the Gardens will be moving through the 
trees rather than standing still. I will use camera movement such as tracking shots to create 
an image of fluidity and naturalism which will complement the garden environment. While the 
actress at the Gardens will be dressed in traditional and colourful Indian attire with little 
makeup, the girls at the pool will wear neutral colours and heavy make-up. While the 
imagery of these two scenes is very conflicting, I intend to edit consistently back and forth 
between the two scenes and allow them to complement rather than contrast with each other. 

Other shots I will film to contribute to the clip’s cultural atmosphere include shots of 
incense being lit (as well as static, slow-motion close-ups of the burning incense itself), tea 
being poured and Indian food being cooked and/or eaten. Many shots will have no meaning 
and will exist purely for the sake of visual imagery. I plan to look in stores such as Ishka and 
Tree of life for objects to compose into visually pleasing shots. These objects might include 
Indian statues, mandala throws, Pakistani/Indian flags, pillows or candles. 

I am also considering shooting at the Shri Shivu Vishna temple in Carrum Downs, as 
well as the Ama Dance Academy’s “Dance Extravaganza 2015” in April, the Bollywood 
Masala Night Dinner Dance, or the Sangam Bollywood Fever event in July. However, I will 
need to acquire permission to shoot at these places/during these events prior to 
incorporating them into my plans for my film. 
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NOTES: INTERVIEW RESPONSES 
 
1. Identify three strengths of this idea - these might include scenes, characters or 

aspects of the production you think are interesting. 
INTERVIEWEE: I love how you want a contrast between the two different concepts, so, 
how you’re going between the very traditional-looking girl and the very typical rap video 
kind of thing, and all of the contrast you talked about there. I really liked that. Second 
thing – I really just dig the rap and the LED lights and everything in that scene, I think 
that’s really pretty. And three, I like how you’re thinking of actually even going to the 
temple as well as a dance extravaganza thing to add to that, so you’re looking to go 
further and include that. 
 

2. What aspects of the production could be improved? 
INTERVIEWEE: See, I think that the most challenging thing that you can do is to really 
get the contrast  both of the things that you’re trying to include are so different and 
they’re so opposite, and you’re trying to make them congruent – and you need to nail 
that. Because, you could  it could either be done really well or it just won’t work. That’s 
somewhere where it’s possible to make an error. It depends on how well you do that. 
 

3. Do you see any problems that might occur during the production? 
INTERVIEWEE: I feel like the pool scene is going to be so much easier to make. I feel 
like a lot of sources of error will probably come from  I know it’s something as simple as 
her running through the gardens, but I feel like that needs to be something that’s really, 
really carefully done. That’s all I can think of. 

 
4. As a viewer what are three things that would make this a better film? 

INTERVIEWEE: You don’t really have a set concept – you say [in your synopsis] there’s 
no set story, so your main point, though, is that you want it to be reminiscent of the 
traditional culture of India and Pakistan. So, I think that as long as you keep that 
consistent – keep that really consistent in a way that it just gels perfectly within that rap 
element of the video. You need to pin that difference of the two things, and you need to 
make it somehow flow perfectly so it just complements that whole idea that you have. It’s 
quite complex, what you’re doing. I think it’s quite hard. This is just a personal thing for 
me – I am just obsessed with eyes, and I think they’re so arty – try to find a common 
medium in the way that you film the eyes of the girls. Do a real close-up shot and – you 
know, we’ve got so much make-up on and she’s more natural – and film it in the same 
way, so you’re comparing the eyes. I think that will be really cool. Even just segments of 
the face – just things that cause people to compare and contrast, and pick out differences 
and similarities – I think that will be really cool. 
 

5. What other suggestions or ideas do you have? 

INTERVIEWEE: You’ve hit the nail on the head, I can’t think of anything else. That’s all I 
can say, I’m sorry  Actually, you could subtly incorporate some symbols of Pakistani or 
Indian culture in the rap video segments of your film. As little as something small on their 
faces or bodies, or some stuff around the pool. It would also be cool if you could do this: a 
match cut between the shots of the girl in the gardens, blinking for example, and then cut 
to a shot of one of the girls at the pool opening their eyes after blinking. 



BATALVI   IVANA BREHAS 12K 

INTENTION 

I intend to produce a music and lyric video to accompany Swet Shop Boys’ song, 
“Batalvi”. I intend for this film to be both entertaining and informative as it will allow viewers 
to learn the lyrics to the song through a visually engaging medium. I aim to make sound, 
typography and moving images all flow cohesively together and complement one another. 
The music video aspires to provide further exposure to this song and to the artists 
themselves, as their work remains fairly unknown in the contemporary music environment. 

Batalvi will be carefully edited to have an energizing rhythm congruent with the 
upbeat song. I intend for this music video to have an uplifting and stimulating effect on 
viewers. The film will be choppily edited, with lots of bright, flashing, colourful imagery and 
psychedelic, kaleidoscopic effects. Colour can be utilized to contribute strongly to the mood 
and atmosphere of a film, and I will need to take advantage of this as my film contains no 
dialogue. While I will be editing the film together on Adobe Premiere Pro CS6, I will be 
creating the stylised visual effects themselves on Adobe After Effects CS6.  

 All shots in my film will be static and steady, mounted on a tripod, as camera 
movement in combination with the pace of editing would make the film too chaotic. My film 
stars an actress in traditional Indian costume and jewellery shot on green-screen. In post-
production I will colour correct these shots to create strange and psychedelic imagery with 
bright contrasting colours. This will predominantly be achieved through the use of the 
“Tritone” filter in After Effects. I will also be using brightly coloured sans serif text. I plan to 
use kinetic typography in my music video, but only to a small degree, to ensure that lyrics 
remain intelligible to the viewer. 

Largely, Batalvi will have an engaging and surreal effect on the audience. I will create 
an atmosphere of activity and vibrancy through my shots and editing, and this will create a 
cumulative effect of a dynamic, kinetic film, evoking a highly energetic and upbeat feeling in 
my audience. This piece aims to achieve a high standard of professionalism in order to meet 
audience expectations.  



BATALVI   IVANA BREHAS 12K 

AUDIENCE 

I am creating this music video for individuals who have an interest in underground 
music, specifically within the genres of dance and rap songs. Batalvi features the musical 
duo Swet Shop Boys rapping over Indian music and the sound of Punjabi poet Shiv Kumar 
Batalvi singing. Such aspects of the song make it an unusual piece that does not fit in with 
many conventions of mainstream popular music. Therefore, my audience is comprised of 
people who are interested in musical and artistic subcultures. These people would be fans of 
artists such as Princess Nokia, Mykki Blanco, Barf Troop, Azealia Banks or M.I.A. The music 
of the aforementioned artists is mostly listened to by teenagers and young adults.  

 
Specifically, this music and the style of music videos of these artists are highly 

popular within subcultures that have bloomed and developed amongst avid internet users 
(for example, seapunk). Such individuals are passionate about art and work that is unique 
and engaging on an aesthetic level, and that will appeal specifically to them. Individuality and 
artistic expression are important to this audience. My audience is invested in counterculture 
and subversion of what is normal. They do not enjoy typical mainstream Western music 
videos, and are interested in the unique and bizarre hidden gems of the international 
underground music world. I would create my own film in a highly expressive and artistic style 
to engage this audience. They will have an understanding of the structure of such a music 
video and will not expect it to follow a particular narrative structure. 

 
Some viewers may have prior expectations of my music video. They may already be 

fans of Swet Shop Boys, or of Himanshu Suri and/or Riz Ahmed individually, who both 
worked as solo artists prior to forming the duo. This means that they will anticipate a certain 
style in my film that is consistent with the group’s work. Specifically, Swet Shop Boys is 
strongly influenced by South Asian culture, and the content of their music often discusses 
controversial racial issues from their personal experiences in the United States and United 
Kingdom. The audience will therefore expect clear acknowledgement of these pervasive 
cultural influences within my film.  

 
Alternatively, viewers may simply be members of aforementioned internet music 

subcultures. If so, they will still be highly familiar with the conventions of music videos in this 
genre and will therefore have certain expectations of the visual style of my film. My film will fit 
in with the typical conventions of underground rap music videos, and therefore can be 
compared to music videos such as “Atlantis”  by  Azealia  Banks,  “Y.A.L.A.”  by  M.I.A.,  or  even  
a more popular music video such as “Beware”  by  Big  Sean. These films all use green-screen 
effects and a large amount of post-production editing to create unusual, futuristic effects 
such as duplicating an actor, dramatically altering the colour scheme of a shot, or creating 
jarring, abrupt “glitch”  effects that complement the rhythm of the song. I will employ similar 
techniques in my own film, helping to further convey the genre of music video to my 
audience. 
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Dear  Yianni  Marinos,  

  

You  have  volunteered  to  be  involved  in  the  production  of  my  short  film,   Batalvi.  
  

We  have  a  busy  shooting  schedule,  so  it’s  important  that  you  arrive  at  the  set  on  time.  We  are  

shooting  on   21/06/15  at  the  Royal  Botanical  Gardens,  South  Yarra.  Please  be  ready  to  be  
picked  up  from  your  house  on  the  21st  of  June  at  at  10:15  AM.  We  will  then  travel  to  the  Royal  

Botanical  Gardens  together  to  begin  production.    

  

The  attached  call  sheet  lists  the  time  and  location  for  each  day  of  shooting.  This  shows  when  you  

are  expected  to  arrive  and  which  scenes  we  will  be  shooting.  I  have  also  attached  a  copy  of  the  

shot  list  and   storyboard  for  rehearsal.  
  

If  you  have  any  questions  at  all,  don’t  hesitate  to  call.    

  

Kind  Regards,  

  

Ivana  Brehas  

  

This  template  can  be  downloaded  from  www.lessonbucket.com.  



Call  Sheet  -  Batalvi  

  
Project   Batalvi  

Director:   Ivana  Brehas  

Date:   21  June  2015  

Location:   Royal  Botanical  Gardens,  South  Yarra  
  

Timeline  –  June  21,  2015  
  

Time      Scene   Pages  

11:00  AM  -  2:45  PM   Shoot  all  footage  involving  Botanical  Gardens  
foliage.  

1   1-2  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Contact  Details  
  
Name   Mobile   Email  

Ivana  Brehas        

Yianni  Marinos      Yianni  Marinos  

Anysha  Walia      Anysha  Walia  

  
This  template  can  be  downloaded  from  www.lessonbucket.com.  



EQUIPMENT  AND  PROPS  CHECKLIST  
  
Description  

Yes  

iPhone  5     

iPhone  5s     

Moondog  anamorphic  lens  adapter     

Tripod     

iPhone  tripod  mount     

Slider     

Portable  iPhone  charger     

  

  

     

This  template  can  be  downloaded  from  www.lessonbucket.com.  



Dear  Yianni  Marinos,  

  

You  have  volunteered  to  be  involved  in  the  production  of  my  short  film,   Batalvi.  
  

We  have  a  busy  shooting  schedule,  so  it’s  important  that  you  arrive  at  the  set  on  time.  We  are  

shooting  on   01/07/15  at  Swinburne  University  of  Technology,  24  George  St,  Hawthorn  VIC  
3122.  Please  arrive  on  the  1st  of  July  at  at  12:00  PM.  We  will  then  go  to  Swinburne  University’s  

green-screen  studio  together,  where  we  will  spend  the  day  shooting.  

  

The  attached  call  sheet  lists  the  time  and  location  for  each  day  of  shooting.  This  shows  when  you  

are  expected  to  arrive  and  which  scenes  we  will  be  shooting.  I  have  also  attached  a  copy  of  the  

shot  list  and   storyboard  for  rehearsal.  
  

If  you  have  any  questions  at  all,  don’t  hesitate  to  call.    

  

Kind  Regards,  

  

Ivana  Brehas  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

This  template  can  be  downloaded  from  www.lessonbucket.com.  



Call  Sheet  -  Batalvi  

  
Project   Batalvi  

Director:   Ivana  Brehas  

Date:   1  July  2015  

Location:   24  George  Street,  Hawthorn  
  

Timeline  –  July  1,  2015  
  

Time      Scene   Pages  

12:00  PM  -  5:00  PM   Shoot  all  scenes  involving  Anysha  Walia.   1   1-2  

  
Contact  Details  

  
Name   Mobile   Email  

Ivana  Brehas        

Yianni  Marinos        

Anysha  Walia        

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

This  template  can  be  downloaded  from  www.lessonbucket.com.  



EQUIPMENT  AND  PROPS  CHECKLIST  
  
Description  

Yes  

iPhone  5     

iPhone  5s     

Moondog  anamorphic  lens  adapter     

Tripod     

iPhone  tripod  mount     

Slider     

Costume  for  Anysha  Walia     

Jewelry  for  Anysha  Walia  (gold  headpiece,  gold  hand  jewelry,  gold  rings,  gold  
earrings,  silver  ear/nose  cuff,  gold  foot  jewelry,  gold  necklace)  

  

Portable  iPhone  charger     

Makeup  for  Anysha  Walia  (foundation,  shimmery  highlighter,  brow  pencil,  smoky  
eyeshadow  palette,  black  eyeliner,  mascara,  red  lipliner,  lip  gloss)  

  

Antibacterial  hand  sanitizer     

  
  

This  template  can  be  downloaded  from  www.lessonbucket.com.  



Dear  Anysha  Walia,  

  

You  have  volunteered  to  be  involved  in  the  production  of  my  short  film,   Batalvi.  
  

We  have  a  busy  shooting  schedule,  so  it’s  important  that  you  arrive  at  the  set  on  time.  We  are  

shooting  on   01/07/15  at  Swinburne  University  of  Technology,  24  George  St,  Hawthorn  VIC  
3122.  Please  arrive  on  the  1st  of  July  at  at  12:00  PM.  We  will  then  go  to  Swinburne  University’s  

green-screen  studio  together,  where  we  will  spend  the  day  shooting.  

  

The  attached  call  sheet  lists  the  time  and  location  for  each  day  of  shooting.  This  shows  when  you  

are  expected  to  arrive  and  which  scenes  we  will  be  shooting.  I  have  also  attached  a  copy  of  the  

shot  list  and   storyboard  for  rehearsal.  
  

If  you  have  any  questions  at  all,  don’t  hesitate  to  call.    

  

Kind  Regards,  

  

Ivana  Brehas  

  

This  template  can  be  downloaded  from  www.lessonbucket.com.  



Call  Sheet  -  Batalvi  

  
Project   Batalvi  

Director:   Ivana  Brehas  

Date:   1  July  2015  

Location:   24  George  Street,  Hawthorn  
  

Timeline  –  July  1,  2015  
  

Time      Scene   Pages  

12:00  PM  -  5:00  PM   Shoot  all  scenes  involving  Anysha  Walia.   1   1-2  

  
Contact  Details  

  
Name   Mobile   Email  

Ivana  Brehas        

Yianni  Marinos        

Anysha  Walia        

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

This  template  can  be  downloaded  from  www.lessonbucket.com.  



EQUIPMENT  AND  PROPS  CHECKLIST  
  
Description  

Yes  

iPhone  5     

iPhone  5s     

Moondog  anamorphic  lens  adapter     

Tripod     

iPhone  tripod  mount     

Slider     

Costume  for  Anysha  Walia     

Jewelry  for  Anysha  Walia  (gold  headpiece,  gold  hand  jewelry,  gold  rings,  gold  
earrings,  silver  ear/nose  cuff,  gold  foot  jewelry,  gold  necklace)  

  

Portable  iPhone  charger     

Makeup  for  Anysha  Walia  (foundation,  shimmery  highlighter,  brow  pencil,  smoky  
eyeshadow  palette,  black  eyeliner,  mascara,  red  lipliner,  lip  gloss)  

  

Antibacterial  hand  sanitizer     

  
  

This  template  can  be  downloaded  from  www.lessonbucket.com.  



Scene # Shot # Shot Size Duration Location Description

1 1 N/A 0:00:05 N/A Portal effect. Text reads "SWET SHOP BOYS".

1 1 N/A 0:00:05 N/A Portal effect. Text reads "BATALVI".

1 1 N/A 0:00:05 N/A Portal effect. Text reads "RIZ MC".

1 1 N/A 0:00:05 N/A Portal effect. Text reads "HEEMY HEEMY HEEMY HEEMY".

2 2 MS 0:00:20 Green-screen studio Portal effect, interspersed with MS of Anysha's torso; pedestal up.

2 3 ECU 0:00:10 Green-screen studio Shot of Anysha's gold ear-to-nose cuff.

2 4 ECU 0:00:12 Green-screen studio Anysha opens her eyes and looks into the lens.

3 5 MS 0:00:03 Royal Botanical Gardens Bamboo forest in the Botanical Gardens.

2 6 ECU 0:00:05 Green-screen studio
Anysha's face; mostly mouth and nose. Pan right to reveal Anysha's
face again; mostly eyes.

2 7 FS 0:00:03 Green-screen studio Multiple Anshyas spins to their right dreamily.

2 8 CU 0:00:07 Green-screen studio Shot of Anysha's jewelry.

2 9 ECU 0:00:05 Green-screen studio
Shot of hand jewelry worn on Anysha's left hand. She brushes hair
out of her face and touches her cheek.

2 10 MCU 0:00:02 Green-screen studio Anysha brushes her hair out of her face and touches her cheek.

2 11 FS 0:00:04 Green-screen studio Ansha sways dreamily, her skirt spinning.

2 12 MCU 0:00:03 Green-screen studio Back of Anysha's head.

3 13 ECU 0:00:04 Royal Botanical Gardens Botanical Gardens foliage.

2 14 MCU / FS 0:00:05 Green-screen studio
Half a MS of Anysha on either side of the frame; multiple FS of
Anysha in a circle in the center.

3 15 LS 0:00:03 Royal Botanical Gardens Botanical Gardens foliage/environment.

2 16 MCU 0:00:03 Green-screen studio Anysha's head is lowered. She raises it and glares at the lens.

4 17 ECU 0:00:02 Ivana's house T2 "Blossom" tea blooms in a crystal bowl of water.

2 18 MS 0:00:03 Green-screen studio
Anysha looks into the lens. Duplicate Anyshas on left and right turn
to look at central Anysha.

2 19 ECU 0:00:05 Green-screen studio Anysha's eye.

2 20 ECU 0:00:02 Green-screen studio Anysha's face as she smiles.

3 21 CU 0:00:02 Royal Botanical Gardens Bamboo forest in the Botanical Gardens; surrounding nature.

2 22 CU 0:00:03 Green-screen studio Anysha poses in a traditional Indian mudra gesture.

5 23 FS 0:00:02 N/A (Thailand) Shot of a Buddha statue in Thailand. (ROYALTY FREE FOOTAGE)

2 24 MS 0:00:03 Green-screen studio

Anysha stands in the center of the frame, looking down thoughtfully.
Duplicate #1 stands in profile to her left, and Duplicate #2 stands to
her right.

4 17 ECU 0:00:03 Ivana's house T2 "Blossom" tea blooms in a crystal bowl of water.

3 25 FS 0:00:02 Royal Botanical Gardens Botanical Gardens foliage.

2 12 MCU 0:00:02 Green-screen studio Back of Anysha's head.

2 26 ECU 0:00:02 Green-screen studio
Detail of Anysha's traditional Indian outfit; shot of Botanical Gardens
foliage superimposed.

3 27 LS 0:00:03 Royal Botanical Gardens Botanical Gardens foliage. Pedestal up.

2 28 MS 0:00:03 Green-screen studio Multiple Anyshas spin across the frame.

3 29 MS 0:00:01 Royal Botanical Gardens Botanical Gardens foliage. Static.

2 30 FS 0:00:05 Green-screen studio Anysha raises her arms up slowly. Multiple arms follow behind her.

2 31 ECU 0:00:04 Green-screen studio Shot of Anysha's hands raised above her head.

2 32 MCU / FS 0:00:06 Green-screen studio
Half a MS of Anysha on either side of the frame as she raises her
hand; multiple FS of Anysha in a circle in the center.

2 33 FS 0:00:10 Green-screen studio Anysha looks into the lens and mouths, "SWET SHOP BOYS".

4 34 ECU 0:00:05 Ivana's house Shot of incense burning.

2 19 ECU 0:00:05 Green-screen studio Anysha's eye.

3 27 LS 0:00:04 Royal Botanical Gardens Botanical Gardens foliage. Pedestal up.

2 35 ECU 0:00:02 Green-screen studio Anysha looks down.

2 MS 0:00:04 Green-screen studio Multiple Anyshas spin across the frame.

2 35 ECU 0:00:02 Green-screen studio Anysha lifts her head slowly.

4 17 ECU 0:00:03 Ivana's house T2 "Blossom" tea resting in the bowl of water.

2 35 ECU 0:00:02 Green-screen studio Anysha lifts her head slowly.

3 36 MCU 0:00:03 Royal Botanical Gardens Botanical Gardens foliage.

2 37 FS 0:00:04 Green-screen studio Anysha sways dreamily across the frame.

2 38 MS 0:00:03 Green-screen studio
Anysha stands, holding her arms above her head, her right hand
holding her left wrist.

2 37 CU 0:00:03 Green-screen studio Anysha looks into the lens and tilts her head.

2 38 MS 0:00:02 Green-screen studio
Anysha stands, holding her arms above her head, her right hand
holding her left wrist.



2 37 FS 0:00:03 Green-screen studio Anysha sways dreamily across the frame.

2 35 ECU 0:00:02 Green-screen studio Anysha lifts her head and looks into the lens.

3 39 LS 0:00:03 Royal Botanical Gardens Botanical Gardens foliage.

2 35 ECU 0:00:06 Green-screen studio Anysha looks into the lens, then walks out of the frame.



Scene # Shot # Shot Size Duration Location Description In Out
1 1 MCU 0:00:18 Green-screen studio Shot of Anysha's torso. She stands with her hands on her hips, facing away from the camera, swaying. 0:00:00 0:00:18

1 2 MS 0:00:02 Green-screen studio Anysha turns to face the camera. 0:00:18 0:00:20

1 3 LS 0:00:05 Royal Botanical Gardens Canting shot of Botanical Gardens foliage. SFX: Mirror effect. 0:00:20 0:00:25

1 4 ECU 0:00:05 Green-screen studio Detail of Anysha's top. Handheld shot. 0:00:25 0:00:30

1 5 0:00:05 "Dark Cloud" and "Clouds for Titles", colour corrected in After Effects. 0:00:30 0:00:35

1 6 FS 0:00:02 Green-screen studio Anysha steps forward and back in slow motion. SFX: Mirror effect. 0:00:35 0:00:37

1 7 FS 0:00:03 Royal Botanical Gardens Handheld shot of Botanical Gardens foliage.SFX: Strobe flashing. 0:00:37 0:00:40

1 8 CU 0:00:03 Green-screen studio Choker shot of Anysha looking down. 0:00:40 0:00:47

1 9 FS 0:00:02 Royal Botanical Gardens Shot of Botanical Gardens lake (Arid Garden). Pan up. 0:00:47 0:00:50

1 10 ECU 0:00:03 Royal Botanical Gardens Static shot of Botanical Gardens foliage (Southern China Collection). 0:00:50 0:00:52

1 6 FS 0:00:03 Green-screen studio Anysha steps forward and back in slow motion. SFX: Mirror effect. 0:00:52 0:00:55

1 11 MCU 0:00:05 Royal Botanical Gardens Handheld shot of surrounding forest (Australian Forest Walk). 0:00:55 0:01:00

1 12 FS 0:00:03 Royal Botanical Gardens Shot of light streaming through bamboo (Bamboo Collection). 0:01:00 0:01:03

1 13 0:00:02 "Floating Lava to Camera", colour corrected with Tritone. 0:01:03 0:01:05

1 14 FS 0:00:04 Green-screen studio Anysha does the "hands crossed and up" move. SFX: Duplication. 0:01:05 0:01:09

1 5 0:00:01 "Dark Cloud" and "Clouds for Titles", colour corrected in After Effects. 0:01:09 0:01:10

1 15 MCU 0:00:03 Royal Botanical Gardens Handheld panning shot of cacti and plants (Arid Garden). 0:01:10 0:01:13

1 16 ECU 0:00:01 Green-screen studio Detail of Anysha's necklace. 0:01:13 0:01:14

1 17 ECU 0:00:01 Green-screen studio Anysha's hands in the vitarka mudra position. 0:01:14 0:01:15

1 38 FS 0:00:52 Green-screen studio Anysha moves back and forth in the "washing clothes" move. 0:01:15 0:01:20

1 19 MS 0:00:03 Royal Botanical Gardens Canting shot of the bamboo (Bamboo Collection). 0:01:20 0:01:23

1 20 FS 0:00:07 Green-screen studio Anysha raises her hands above her head, palms touching. SFX: Kaleidoscope wheel, duplication. 0:01:23 0:01:30

1 3 LS 0:00:05 Royal Botanical Gardens Canting shot of Botanical Gardens foliage. SFX: Mirror effect. 0:01:30 0:01:35

1 21 MS 0:00:03 Green-screen studio Anysha does the "washing clothes and changing lightbulbs" move. SFX: Duplication. 0:01:35 0:01:38

1 22
MS (Shoot
in FS) 0:00:02 Green-screen studio Anysha does the "thumbs on shoulders" move. SFX: Mirror duplication. 0:01:38 0:01:40

1 23 MS 0:00:03 Royal Botanical Gardens Canting shot of the lake view (Arid Garden). SFX: Kaleidoscope effect. 0:01:40 0:01:43

1 24 MS 0:00:03 Royal Botanical Gardens Handheld panning shot of Botanical Gardens Foliage (Fern Gully). 0:01:43 0:01:46

1 25 ECU 0:00:02 Green-screen studio
Anysha looks up at the camera (repeat jump cuts). Bottom half of the frame: "Green Liquid Pool on a
Blue Screen" 0:01:46 0:01:48

1 14 FS 0:00:03 Green-screen studio Anysha does the "hands crossed and up"move. SFX: Strobe flashing. 0:01:48 0:01:51

1 26 MCU 0:00:02 Royal Botanical Gardens Handheld shot of Botanical Gardens foliage. Pan right and up. SFX: CC Lens, mirror. 0:01:51 0:01:53

1 27 ECU 0:00:01 Green-screen studio Anysha looks into the lens and frowns. 0:01:53 0:01:54

1 12 FS 0:00:02 Royal Botanical Gardens Shot of light streaming through bamboo (Bamboo Collection). 0:01:54 0:01:56

1 28 ECU 0:00:02 Green-screen studio Detail of Anysha's headpiece. 0:01:56 0:01:58

1 29 ECU 0:00:03 Green-screen studio Anysha's face, mostly cropped out of frame - nose, mouth and hair still in frame. Pan right slowly. 0:01:58 0:02:01

1 30 ECU 0:00:02 Green-screen studio Anysha stands in the center of the frame and puts her hair behind her ear. SFX: Kaleidoscope effect. 0:02:01 0:02:03

1 31 ECU 0:00:01 Green-screen studio Shot of Anysha's torso/shoulders as she does the "hands crossed and up" move. 0:02:03 0:02:04



1 26 MCU 0:00:02 Royal Botanical Gardens Handheld shot of Botanical Gardens foliage. Pan right and up. SFX: CC Lens, mirror. 0:02:04 0:02:06

1 32 FS 0:00:02 Green-screen studio Anysha does the "washing clothes and changing lightbulbs" move. 0:02:06 0:02:08

1 15 MCU 0:00:03 Royal Botanical Gardens Handheld panning shot of cacti and plants (Arid Garden). 0:02:08 0:02:11

1 22
MS (Shoot
in FS) 0:00:03 Green-screen studio Anysha does the "thumbs on shoulders" move. SFX: Mirror duplication. 0:02:11 0:02:14

1 33 ECU 0:00:02 Green-screen studio Profile shot of Anysha's earring. SFX: Mirror effect. 0:02:14 0:02:16

1 34 MS 0:00:02 Green-screen studio
Shot of Anysha's torso, her top and skirt in frame as she does the "aerobic" stepping forward and back
move. 0:02:16 0:02:18

1 35 CU 0:00:04 Ivana's house Incense burning in slow motion. 0:02:18 0:02:22

1 13 0:00:02 "Floating Lava to Camera", colour corrected with Tritone. 0:02:22 0:02:24

1 36 FS 0:00:02 Royal Botanical Gardens Handheld shot of Botanical Gardens foliage. SFX: Kaleidoscope effect,CC Lens. 0:02:24 0:02:26

1 17 ECU 0:00:03 Green-screen studio Anysha's hands in the vitarka mudra position. 0:02:26 0:02:29

1 16 ECU 0:00:02 Green-screen studio Detail of Anysha's necklace. 0:02:29 0:02:31

1 37 LS 0:00:03 Royal Botanical Gardens Static shot of the pathway in Fern Gully. SFX: Strobe flashing. 0:02:31 0:02:34

1 38 FS 0:00:02 Green-screen studio Anysha moves back and forth in the "washing clothes" move. 0:02:34 0:02:36

1 37 LS 0:00:03 Royal Botanical Gardens Static shot of the pathway in Fern Gully. SFX: Strobe flashing. 0:02:36 0:02:39

1 39 ECU 0:00:02 Green-screen studio Shot of Anysha's hands above her head. 0:02:39 0:02:41

1 40 MS 0:00:20 Royal Botanical Gardens Handheld shot of Botanical Gardens foliage. SFX: CC Lens (gold effect). 0:02:41 0:03:01

1 8 CU 0:00:05 Green-screen studio Choker shot of Anysha looking down. 0:03:01 0:03:06

1 41 FS 0:00:06 Green-screen studio
Anysha stands in the center of the frame, looking down thoughtfully. Duplicate #1 stands almost in
profile to her left, and Duplicate #2 stands at a three-quarter angle to her right. 0:03:06 0:03:12

1 4 ECU 0:00:03 Green-screen studio Detail of Anysha's top. Handheld shot. 0:03:12 0:03:15

1 42 ECU 0:00:03 Royal Botanical Gardens Shot of Botanical Gardens flowers. SFX: Mirror effect. 0:03:15 0:03:18

1 43 MS 0:00:04 Green-screen studio Anysha's torso as she does the "washing clothes up and down" move. 0:03:18 0:03:22

1 44 MS 0:00:05 Royal Botanical Gardens Canting shot of water running through the stream in Fern Gully. SFX: Kaleidoscope effect. 0:03:22 0:03:27

1 29 ECU 0:00:02 Green-screen studio Anysha's face, mostly cropped out of frame - nose, mouth and hair still in frame. Pan right slowly. 0:03:27 0:03:29

1 45 MS 0:00:03 Green-screen studio Profile shot of Anysha (SFX: duplicated four times). She turns to look at the camera. 0:03:29 0:03:32

1 46 MS 0:00:02 Royal Botanical Gardens Canting shot of the Australian Forest Walk. SFX: Kaleidoscope effect, CC Lens. 0:03:32 0:03:34

1 47 FS 0:00:07 Green-screen studio Anysha raises her hands slowly above her head. SFX: Bollywood arms. 0:03:34 0:03:41

1 48 ECU 0:00:07 Green-screen studio Choker shot. Anysha's face, head tilted up, looking into the lens. 0:03:41 0:03:48
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Shot 1: MS of actress facing away from audience as 
she begins to dance. 

Music: “Batalvi” - Swet Shop Boys (plays through-
out)

SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 2: MCU as actress turns to face 
the camera.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 3: LS of Botanical Gardens, with 
canting.
SFX: Tritone, mirror effect.

Shot 4: ECU. Detail of actress’ top as 
she dances.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 5: Cloud/smoke effect.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 6: FS. Actress steps forward and 
back in slow motion.
SFX: Mirror effect, duplication, Tritone.
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Shot 7: FS. Handheld shot of pathway in 
Fern Gully.
SFX: Strobe flashing, mirror effect, Tritone.

Shot 8: ECU of actress looking down.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 9: FS. Shot of Botanical Gardens 
lake. Tilt up.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 10: ECU. Static shot of Botanical 
Gardens foliage.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 6: FS. Actress steps forward and 
back in slow motion.

SFX: Mirror effect, duplication, Tritone.

Shot 11: MCU. Handheld shot of sur-
rounding forest.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.
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Shot 12: FS of light streaming through 
bamboo.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 13: Floating lava animation.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 14: FS of actress dancing (“hands 
crossed and up” move).
SFX: Duplication, Tritone.

Shot 5: Cloud/smoke effect.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 15: MCU. Handheld panning shot; 
cacti and plants.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 16: ECU. Detail of actress’ neck-
lace.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.
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Shot 17: ECU. Actress’ hands in the 
vitarka mudra position.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 38: FS. Actress moves back and 
forth in “washing clothes” move.
SFX: Duplication, Tritone.

Shot 19: MS. Canting shot of bamboo.
SFX: Stereoscopic effect, CC Lens, Tri-
tone.

Shot 20: MS. Actress raises her hands 
above her head, palms touching.
SFX: Duplication, Tritone.

Shot 3: LS of Botanical Gardens, with 
canting. 
SFX: Mirror effect, Tritone.

Shot 21: MS. Actress does the “washing 
clothes and changing lightbulbs” move.
SFX: Duplication, Tritone.
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Shot 22: MS. Actress does “thumbs on 
shoulders” move.
SFX: Mirror effect, Tritone.

Shot 23: MS. Lake view (Arid Garden). 
Tilt down.
SFX: Mirror effect, Tritone.

Shot 24: MS. Handheld panning shot 
of Botanical Gardens foliage.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 25: Actress looks up at camera 
(repeat jump cuts).
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 14: FS of actress dancing (“hands 
crossed and up” move).
SFX: Strobe flashing, Tritone.

Shot 26: MCU. Handheld shot of Bo-
tanical Gardens foliage.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.
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Shot 27: ECU. Actress looks into lens 
and frowns.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 12: FS of light streaming through 
bamboo.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 28: ECU. Detail of actress’ head-
piece.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 29: ECU. Actress’ face, mostly 
cropped out of frame. Pan right slowly.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 30: ECU. Actress stands in center 
of frame, puts hair behind her ear.
SFX: Kaleidoscope effect, Tritone.

Shot 31: ECU. Shot of actress’ torso as she 
does “hands crossed and up” move.
SFX: Stereoscopic effect, Tritone.
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Shot 26: MCU. Handheld shot of Botanical 
Gardens foliage. Move right and up.

SFX: CC lens, Tritone.

Shot 32: FS. Actress does “washing 
clothes and changing lightbulbs” move.

SFX: Duplication, Tritone.

Shot 15: MCU. Handheld panning shot; 
cacti and plants.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 22: MS. Actress does “thumbs on 
shoulders” move.
SFX: Mirror effect, Tritone.

Shot 33: ECU. Shot of actress’ earring.
SFX: Mirror effect, Tritone.

Shot 34: MS. Actress’ torso; top and skirt in frame as 
she does “washing clothes” move. FS. Actress does 
“aerobic” move.

SFX: Duplication, Tritone.
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Shot 35: CU. Incense burning.
SFX: Slow motion, Tritone.

Shot 13: Floating lava animation.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 36: FS. Handheld shot of Botanical 
Gardens foliage.
SFX: Kaleidoscope effect, CC Lens, Tritone.

Shot 17: ECU. Actress’ hands in the 
vitarka mudra position.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 16: ECU. Detail of actress’ neck-
lace.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 37: LS. Static shot of pathway in 
Fern Gully.

SFX: Mirror effect, Tritone.
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Shot 38: FS. Actress moves back and 
forth in “washing clothes” move.
SFX: Duplication, Tritone.

Shot 37: LS. Static shot of pathway in 
Fern Gully.

SFX: Mirror effect, Tritone.

Shot 39: ECU. Shot of actress’ hands 
above her head.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 40: MS. Handheld shot of Botani-
cal Gardens foliage.
SFX: CC Lens, Tritone.

Shot 8: ECU of actress as she looks up.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 41: FS. Actress stands in center of frame, is 
duplicated twice in profile and three-quarter an-
gles. Tilt up very slowly. Foliage in background.

SFX: Duplication effect, mirror effect, Tritone.
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Shot 4: ECU. Detail of actress’ top. 
Handheld shot.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 42: ECU. Shot of flowers in Bo-
tanical Gardens.
SFX: Mirror effect, Tritone.

Shot 43: MS. Actress’ torso as she does 
the “washing clothes up and down” move.

SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 44: MS. Canting shot of water running 
through stream in Fern Gully/Nymphaea Lily 
Lake/Ornamental Lake.

SFX: Kaleidoscope effect, Tritone.

Shot 29: ECU. Actress’ face, mostly 
cropped out of frame. Pan right slowly.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.

Shot 45: MS. Profile shot of actress. Turns to 
face the camera.

SFX: Duplication, stereoscopic effect, Tritone.
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Shot 46: MS. Canting shot of Australian For-
est Walk.
SFX: Kaleidoscope effect, CC Lens, Tritone.

Shot 47: FS. Actress raises her hands 
slowly above her head.
SFX: Duplicated arms, Tritone.

Shot 48: Choker  shot. Actress’ face, head 
tilted up, looking into the lens. Fade to black.
SFX: Tritone colour correction.
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BIG SEAN – BEWARE 

 

 

 

I like this pose and shot, and will 
investigate how to achieve the gold 
“glittery” effect as seen in the 
background, as well as the 
stereoscopic effect used. The 
common shade of purple in both 
the shadows of the actress and the 
colour of the sky links the shots 
together seamlessly. 

A slight “glitch” effect is also visible 
around the actress’ shoulders. 

This shot influences my film in 
terms of the colour palette used 
on Big Sean. I am also 
interested in the use of two 
shots in one frame in the 
background of this shot. 

In this shot, the imagery of 
nature is superimposed over 
the subject rather than being 
placed in the background, 
creating a colourful, surreal 
effect and making the subject 
the focus. This type of edit 
would only be suitable for a few 
short shots, not the entire film, 
as a plain background tends to 
make audiences lose interest. 
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This shot incorporates multiple 
long shots of nature 
superimposed over one 
another: a lake, mountains, and 
clouds. Superimposition is an 
important aspect of my 
production. 

!

A glitch effect slows down Big 
Sean’s movements and adds a 
“wiggle” effect to the bottom half 
of his body.  

The background appears 
slightly distorted around the 
edges – I can achieve a similar 
effect using the CC Lens tool in 
After Effects. 

!

In this shot, the imagery of 
nature is superimposed over 
the subject rather than being 
placed in the background, 
creating a colourful, surreal 
effect and making the subject 
the focus. This type of edit 
would only be suitable for a few 
short shots, not the entire film, 
as a plain background tends to 
make audiences lose interest. 
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A shot of mountains fades away 
to reveal a slow motion shot of 
a lizard opening its eyes. I 
would like to experiment with 
this idea of using two different 
shots in one frame. 

!

!

I absolutely love the colour palettes 
used here and intend to use a similar 
scheme in my own production. The 
use of yellow shadows on Big Sean’s 
face make the image stand out, 
while this yellow is left out of the 
background to ensure that his face is 
the focus of the shot. 

This shot combines a “static TV” 
effect with a “glitch” effect.The 
background also has a stereoscopic 
effect added to it. These effects are 
easily achievable in After Effects. 

The use of bright coloured 
shadows such as the cyan seen 
here are unnatural in real life, 
as “bright shadows” are 
inherently impossible. In post-
production, the creation of 
these vivid, colourful shadows 
helps to establish the surreal 
visual look of the film, engaging 
the viewer. 

!
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As the Jhene Aiko turns, the 
same shot is superimposed and 
delayed to create a dreamlike 
effect. 

!

A “glitch” effect is used to 
transition from Aiko to Big 
Sean. 

!

Throughout this scene, the 
background remains notably 
still, although the clouds move 
in time-lapse in the background. 
This is effective as it creates a 
sense of movement without 
distracting audiences. I intend 
to use time-lapse static footage 
for the background shots of my 
production. 

!
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The pastel pink and grey midtones 
on Big Sean’s face here create an 
even more surreal as his face 
appears silvery.  This use of colour 
creates a very futuristic effect in the 
shot. I will use similar colour 
schemes in my film, as they are 
comparatively more aesthetically 
pleasing than the somewhat harsh 
colours of the shot above. 

!

These are very visually pleasing 
shots that I intend to recreate 
with my actress. Through the 
use of a green screen I will be 
able to duplicate my actress. 

!
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I really like the look of the 
water’s surface in these shots. 
Much like the time-lapse 
footage of clouds in Big Sean’s 
Beware music video, the water 
creates movement in the shot 
without being too distracting. 

!

Colour correcting duplicated 
shots of the actress creates the 
effect of a colourful “shadow”. 
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Will definitely add lots of lens flares 
to my film in post-production – it 
adds depth to the image and 
makes the shots appear more 
sophisticated and eye-catching to 
the viewer. 

This shot also influences my 
costume design in terms of 
jewellery – the nose-to-ear ring 
that Banks is wearing is akin to the 
one I plan to use in Batalvi. 

!

The backgrounds here use 
softer colour palettes than that 
of my Production Exercises – 
fitting with the “vaporwave” 
style. I will experiment with 
using these shades in my film 
as they may be less jarring; I 
find that the bright colour 
scheme can at times be too 
intense. 

!
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This shot combines a TV static 
effect and a 3D effect. 

!

Whereas I had created a 
kaleidoscope effect anchored 
around the actress’ head, this 
effect is centred around her 
feet.  

!

Through the use of the green-
screen, the actress is then 
multiplied several times. The 
duplicated actresses appear 
one by one. I am interested in 
recreating this type of animation 
in my production.  
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Colour correcting duplicated 
shots of the actress creates the 
effect of a colourful “shadow”. 

!

Through the use of green-
screen keying, one actress 
splits into two… 

!
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…which then splits into four. 

!

Shot pans right while multiple 
actresses dance onscreen. I am 
very interested in recreating this 
type of shot in my film by using 
the slider and taking a slow, 
gradual panning long shot or 
extreme long shot of the 
Botanical Gardens landscape, 
then adding in footage of my 
actress. 

!

Something as simple as a 
“mirror” effect can be very 
engaging, and I plan to use 
such an effect in shots with lots 
of motion such as when my 
actress is dancing. 

!
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By changing the size of the 
actresses at the back, depth is 
added to the shot. 

!

By filming the actress in a full 
shot, she can be duplicated 
scaled down to any size within 
the scene to construct a sense 
of depth. 

!
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Smoke effect plays and rewinds 
to the beat of the song – I will 
recreate a similar effect with a 
variety of shots in my film, not 
only those of slow-motion 
incense smoke but also shots of 
my actress dancing. 

!

Text slowly fades in through the 
smoke, creating a smooth 
finished effect. However, Batalvi 
is a more fast-paced song and I 
do not think this type of 
animation would work as well in 
such a kinetic film. 

!

I love this colour palette – it 
strikes the ideal balance 
between vivid and pastel 
shades. 

!
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The text has a slight gradient 
effect applied to it, making the 
image less “flat”. 

!

This shot influences my framing 
and composition – plants on 
either side of the frame, and 
perspective lines which draw 
the viewer’s eye to the text. The 
text should be the main focus, 
and the plants should exist 
solely as attractive imagery to 
keep the rest of the frame 
interesting and engaging. 

!
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BIG SEAN – IDFWU (LYRIC VIDEO) 

 

 

 

Time-lapse footage of clouds in 
the sky. 

!

The typography has a three-
dimensional look to it. Though 
this style of text is very popular 
in the vaporwave and seapunk 
subcultures, I feel that it would 
not fit in well with the overall 
visual look of my film. 

!

I find this shot quite interesting 
– I plan to experiment with the 
effect of only colour correcting 
certain parts of the image to 
create contrast. If only certain 
parts of the shot are colourful, 
they will stand out more – this is 
similarly evident in Azealia 
Banks’ Atlantis music video. 

!
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As the song begins, the text 
that appears onscreen is now 
two-dimensional. The font used 
appears to be a bold sans serif 
such as Arial or Helvetica, 
which is exactly what I plan to 
use. 

!

The minimalism and simplicity 
of the font, as well as the lack of 
animation (i.e. kinetic 
typography) strikes a wonderful 
balance with the action of the 
background and pace of the 
song. 

!

!
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!

The animated bust rotates at an 
extremely slow pace. I plan to 
use extreme slow motion in the 
shots of my actress. I will shoot 
my footage at 120 fps using the 
iPhone 5s. 
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!

!

!
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!

!

!

Once again, the animated 
busts rotate at an extremely 
slow pace. I plan to use 
extreme slow motion in the 
shots of my actress. I will 
shoot my footage at 120 fps 
using the iPhone 5s. 

These shots also influence 
my film in terms of 
composition – they provide 
a variety of different ways 
in which I might compose 
my shots. Whereas these 
shots involve multiple 
statues, I could compose 
shots with “multiple” 
actresses through the use 
of the green-screen. 
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M.I.A. – JIMMY 

 

 

 

The music video begins with an 
extreme close-up of M.I.A’s 
arms, which cover her face. As 
she opens her arms, the strip of 
light across her eyes creates a 
very dramatic and engaging 
opening shot. 

The extensive amounts of gold 
jewellery worn by M.I.A. 
throughout this music video 
directly inspired my costume 
design, which features a range 
of golden South Asian-
influenced accessories. 
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My film features a lot of extreme 
close-ups or “choker” shots  such 
as this. These shots fill up the 
frame, leaving little to no 
headroom, and often only focus on 
one feature of the actor such as 
their hands or face. This not only 
contributes to the surreal artistic 
vision of my film, but also allows 
me to draw attention to the intricate 
details of my actress’ jewellery, 
costume and makeup. 

A multitude of arms reach out 
as M.I.A. dances, creating a 
traditional “Bollywood” look and 
contributing to the cultural 
influences of the film. While this 
film actually uses a range of 
dancers standing behind M.I.A., 
I can achieve the same effect 
using one actress, a green-
screen, and Adobe After 
Effects. 
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The arms in the background move 
differently to M.I.A., rather than 
following her dance movements. 
This creates interesting and 
unusual silhouettes (such as that 
of the second screenshot). To 
achieve a similar effect with only 
one actress, I will need to film 
multiple shots with the actress 
staying perfectly still and only 
changing the movement of her 
arms. To ensure this is done 
effectively I will mark the floor of 
the green-screen, using masking 
tape, so that my actress stands in 
the exact same place in each shot. 

!
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Arms all come out at different 
times, in different directions. 

!

The angle of the hands creates 
a very dynamic look of fluid 
movement. The hands move in, 
palms touching, raising above 
the head and coming back out 
again smoothly. 

!

 

!
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Colour correction of arms in the 
background, plus a static TV 
effect. 

!

!

 

!
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!

!

Using a green-screen and 
Adobe After Effects, I can easily 
create this “silhouette” effect in 
my production.  

!
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!

!

 

!
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!

!

I really like this composition of 
the foreground, middle ground 
and background. Placing a 
single subject in the centre of 
the foreground looking into the 
lens, in front of multiple people 
in the middle ground facing 
away from the lens means that 
the person in the foreground is 
brought to the audience’s 
attention. 
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The edges of this frame appear 
to be slightly distorted and 
stretched. I can achieve a 
similar effect using the CC Lens 
tool in After Effects. It is 
particularly effective on shots of 
people as it makes them look 
distorted and surreal. 

!

This shot once again relates to 
the idea of multiple shots with 
lots of action and motion 
occurring within one frame, 
engaging the audience and 
creating a strange, surreal 
effect. 

!

Busy shots like these inform my 
kaleidoscopic visual style – they 
are very eye-catching and in 
line with the modern rap video 
aesthetic I am creating in my 
production. 

!
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This is a very interesting and 
visually engaging way of 
arranging subjects within the 
frame. The straight, geometric 
lines of the carefully organised 
composition are very attractive 
and I plan to achieve similar 
shots in Batalvi. 

!

I absolutely adore this shot. By 
arranging each figure above the 
last, they fill up the entire height 
of the frame, and their splayed 
arms are clearly visible, 
creating an incredibly unusual, 
aesthetically pleasing and 
engaging shot. 

!

This is a very interesting use of 
framing – a close-up of the 
arms as they move back in, with 
the figures standing very far to 
the left of the frame. This 
means that the motion of the 
arms fills up most of the frame. 
It is integral that there is a lot of 
motion in my shots to remain 
consistent with the upbeat 
nature of the song. 
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M.I.A. – Y.A.L.A. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This music video 
involves a range of 
extreme close-ups, 
often cropping out 
parts of the actress’ 
face in an 
unconventional manner 
so that at times the 
audience is unsure 
what facial feature they 
are looking at. I intend 
to use such shot sizes 
in my production. The 
two-tone colour 
correction in these 
shots is also highly 
effective in creating a 
dreamlike effect. 
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This shot flashes very rapidly 
back and forth between a 
“normal” shot and this blue 
colour-corrected shot. This 
makes the subject appear to be 
standing in quickly flashing 
strobe lights. 

!

!

The shimmery make-up on 
M.I.A.’s lips and eyelids make 
her face stand out more in this 
limited colour palette. 

!
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This shot uses a very vivid 
colour palette, contrasting neon 
colours with pastel shades. 
There are absolutely no black 
shadows or white highlights in 
this shot, and therefore the 
whole frame is filled with eye-
catching bright colours, helping 
to engage the audience. 

This shot uses a “strobe” 
flashing effect, which is 
particularly effective in creating 
an alien-like look in M.I.A’s eyes 
(as seen in the first and second 
images). Using such a rapidly 
flashing effect in my film will 
reinforce the fast pace of the 
song itself. 
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The intricate detailing of M.I.A.’s 
costume and her large, 
extravagant jewellery influences 
my own costume design 
decisions. My actress will be 
wearing a traditional Indian 
costume covered in intricate 
detailing, and she will also wear 
lots of gold jewellery. 

!

!

A cloud of smoke exploding. 
The shot quickly alternates 
between red shadows with 
black highlights, and black 
shadows with red highlights. 
This creates a “strobe” flashing 
effect that conveys a fast pace 
despite the smoke exploding in 
slow motion. 

!

The shimmery make-up on 
M.I.A.’s lips and eyelids 
influences my make-up choices 
as it draws attention to her 
facial features, engaging the 
audience. I will also be using a 
range of gold jewellery, as shiny 
metallic materials are similarly 
eye-catching. 

!
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RIHANNA – RUDE BOY 

  

Throughout the music video, the actress is duplicated in a number of 
ways. In these shots, the duplicated actress is colour corrected (and in 
the shot below, chromatic aberration is added). The duplicates act as a 
“shadow”, creating a contrast with the main actress in the center. I intend 
to use similar techniques of composition in my film, with a strong focus 
on symmetry to achieve aesthetically pleasing shots. 
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 !

These shots serve as inspiration for my colour correction choices. 
The colour scheme seen here is very similar to that of Big Sean’s 
Beware music video. The use of vivid, contrasting colours 
complements the similarly colourful background. 

These shots influence my choices of shot 
size. While extreme close-ups are not used 
profusely in narrative films, they are a 
common convention of music videos, as 
seen in these shots. 
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The above shots all utilise the Mirror effect in different ways, highlighting the range of 
possibilities that this tool provides. Shots 1 and two simply use a basic mirror effect. 
However, in Shot 3 the horizon line is uneven, creating a subtle “V” shape when mirrored 
and drawing attention to the center of the frame. Using the same technique in my film will 
draw the viewer’s eye to the text appearing onscreen. Shot 4 combines the mirror effect 
with duplicating the actress, emphasizing the symmetry of the shot. In both Shots 4 and 
5, the actress merges into the mirror line, contributing to a surreal effect. The subtle 
duplication of the actress in the background of Shot 5 fills up the empty space in the 
frame with movement. 

I intend to employ similar techniques in my production as those seen in the above shots. 

1 2 

3 4 

5 
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The above shots all duplicate the actress in a variety of ways, highlighting the range of possibilities 
that the green-screen presents. The first two shots create a “shadow” effect by duplicating the 
actress in the background and editing the shot to have a limited colour palette. Shot 3 uses 
duplication to create a surreal, stereoscopic effect. In Shot 4, the three duplicates of the actress 
are all dominated by a single colour, but when placed next to each other create a very colourful 
shot. In Shots 5, and 6, two different shot sizes are combined. This difference in scale between full 
shots and medium close-ups adds depth to an otherwise relatively flat image, helping to engage 
the audience through carefully considered composition. 

I intend to employ similar techniques in my production as those seen in the above shots. 

1 2 

3 4 

5 6 
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GIVENCHY – RESORT + SPRING/SUMMER MENSWEAR 2012 

 

 

 

 

  

 

These designs and patterns by Givenchy strongly 
influence my film’s aesthetic vision. 

The use of floral patterns combined with the 
double mirroring creates a kaleidoscopic, surreal 

and dreamlike effect. I will shoot the most 
elaborate and unusual plants when filming my 

shots at the Botanical Gardens to strongly 
emphasize this intricate, detailed look. 

Using the Mirror and Tritone tools in After Effects I 
can recreate both the kaleidoscopic effects and 

the vibrant colour schemes present in these 
patterns. 
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GIVENCHY – SCARVES 

 

 

These designs by Givenchy 
strongly influence my film’s 

aesthetic vision. 

The imagery of brightly coloured 
flora such as birds of paradise 
creates a very surreal and eye-

catching effect. I intend to seek out 
the most colourful and attractive 

plants when filming my shots at the 
Botanical Gardens to achieve the 

same effect. 

Likewise, the use of mirroring and 
symmetry in these designs creates 

a kaleidoscopic look which I can 
also achieve using the Mirror tool in 

After Effects. 

These designs also help me to 
further understand the importance 

and value of contrast. Bright 
colours stand out better against 

contrasting backgrounds, whereas 
images that are too dark – such as 
the panther scarf in the bottom left 
corner – may lose detail or visual 

appeal. 
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CAMERA TECHNIQUES 
Camera movement.  
 Camera movement is an important part of my film, particularly regarding the 
background shots of nature. Handheld movements such as canting, tilting and panning 
will emphasize a surreal look when combined with kaleidoscopic effects in post-
production. 
 
Equipment.  
 My film will be shot entirely on an iPhone 5s. I have chosen to use this over a 
more traditional camera as it allows me to shoot footage at 120 frames per second, as 
opposed to the traditional DSLR capacity of 60 fps. This extreme slow motion will 
contribute to the trance-like effect of my film and will also help to draw attention to the 
minutiae of the dance routine. Using an iPhone-compatible mount for a tripod, I will be 
able to shoot static footage of my actress.  
 
Lenses. 
 All shots in my film will be shot using the Moondog anamorphic lens adapter. 
The lens attaches to the iPhone 5s to create shots with a wider aspect ratio than that of 
the iPhone alone. Using a wide aspect ratio in my film will create more professional 
looking shots, congruent with the style of high-budget music video productions.  
 
Settings. 
 The FiLMiC Pro iPhone app provides a range of settings which allow me to 
alter elements of my shots such as focus, exposure, and white balance. The complete 
range of these tools is shown in the image below. While these tools can be left on 
automatic settings, they also provide manual settings for better control of the image. I 
intend to use these manual controls (seen on the next page) to effectively achieve all 
the shots I intend to film. 
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Settings.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

  

In Record View, I am able to lock the focus 
and exposure reticles so that they do not 
shift in any way. This is highly beneficial as 
it ensures static shots of my actress will 
not go out of focus or change in exposure. 
Likewise, it will help to keep the exposure 
and focus of handheld shots consistent. 
!

Manual focus settings allow me to set two 
focal points and continually pull focus 
between them. I will employ this effect 
predominantly in close-ups of plant life at 
the Botanical Gardens to create a 
professional and filmic look. 
!

The action slider provides a range of 
features. I will use the rule of thirds guide 
throughout when framing my shots. The 
zoom controls and zoom speed will also 
be utilised when filming shots of my 
actress to emphasize a sense of 
movement and/or changing scale. 
!

The manual exposure controls allow me to 
adjust the ISO, which is an integral part of 
filming the best-looking shots throughout 
my production. Setting the ISO properly is 
particularly important during the green-
screen shoot to avoid over- or under-
exposure, as well as any flickering from 
lights, in my shots.!
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ACTING 
Casting.  
 For the sake of efficiency and convenience, I 
have cast only one actor to star in Batalvi. I found that 

 was the ideal choice to be in this role.  
 Walia is strongly connected with her Punjab/Sri 
Lankan heritage, and was born in Malaysia. This makes 
her extremely suitable to star in Batalvi, a film strongly 
influenced by South Asian culture. She also contributes to 
my film by providing me with traditional South Asian 
garments that she owns, helping me to further achieve my 
aesthetic vision for this film. 
 Walia also has experience in the traditional South 
Asian style of dancing, having performed at a wedding in 
Malaysia. This experience will be highly beneficial as it 
ensures my actress is confident with the dance moves and 
will be able to execute them skillfully during the production 
of this film. 
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MISE EN SCENE 
Locations and sets. 

I will be shooting scenes with my actress at a studio located at 24 George Street, 
Swinburne. This is the ideal location as it provides many helpful in-studio facilities. 
These facilities include a cyclorama green-screen, ensuring that there will be no 
wrinkles, and a range of lighting kits to ensure that there is consistent colour along the 
screen and that my actress is properly illuminated. The scale of the screen itself allows 
me to film my actress in a variety of shot sizes ranging from extreme close ups to full 
shots. 
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MISE EN SCENE 
Locations and sets. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I will be shooting scenes of nature at the 
Royal Botanical Gardens in South Yarra. 
The Gardens boast a wide range of lush 
and diverse plant life throughout the area, 
allowing me to achieve an exotic visual 
look. The clearly delineated pathways 
provide me with adequate physical space to 
shoot, while large open spaces allow for 
high levels of natural light to enter my shots. 
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MISE EN SCENE 
 
Props.  
 My film will feature shots of Indian 
incense sticks, or agarbatti. India has a rich 
tradition of using incense in many social and 
religious occasions. Incense is a key part of 
Indian rituals such as puja – commemorating a 
special occasion – and dhupa – in which the 
smoke is believed to cleanse the air around. 
 Therefore, the use of incense in my film 
will strongly contribute to its overall South Asian 
aesthetic by reinforcing these underlying cultural 
influences. The incense also holds positive 
connotations by relating to special occasions or 
cleansing a environment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Costumes.  
 I have been supplied with 
a traditional Punjabi outfit belonging 
to Anysha Walia (as seen on the 
Acting page). This costume is worn 
for dance performances and will 
contribute to the film’s cultural 
accuracy. In addition, the elaborate 
detailing of the outfit itself will 
complement her intricate gold 
accessories – which include a 
headpiece, necklace, and hand and 
foot jewelry – to create a very 
sophisticated overall look.  
 The fabric will contrast 
strongly with the green screen as 
red is the complementary colour of 
green. This contrast will make the 
actress stand out more against the 
screen ensuring that keying can be 

completed effectively. The contrast between red and white within her costume itself will 
also be emphasized when the Tritone effect is applied to it in post-production. 
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EDITING 
  
 I will be predominantly be utilizing basic straight cuts in time with the dynamic 
music track. The pace of my editing will increase and decrease to complement the 
rhythm of the song. Overall, my editing will be relatively fast-paced to capture the 
upbeat nature of the song and emphasize the busy, colourful visual content. As my film 
is more artistic than naturalistic I will be able to use unconventional editing styles such 
as unrealistic colour correction or rapid cuts between shots. 
 
 Shots will be edited together with music added on Adobe Premiere Pro. I will 
also be using Adobe After Effects throughout the film to create various visual effects. I 
will use masking tools and Keylight to duplicate my actress, contributing to the surreal 
look of my film. I will use the Mirror tool, as well as masking tools, to achieve a variety of 
kaleidoscopic effects, and will also use a glitch script by CreativeDojo to create 
chromatic aberration and glitch effects in my typography and shots. Colour correction is 
another vital element in my ability to achieve my vision for Batalvi. I will be using the 
Tritone tool in After Effects to reduce the colour palette of all my shots to three colours. I 
will use bright, vivid - often primary - colours to achieve the desired psychedelic, surreal 
visual effect. 
  
!  
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LIGHTING 
 In order to properly light my green-screen shots, I will need to use a three-point 
lighting setup, with lights facing the screen from two opposite directions, thus cancelling 
out any shadows that may be cast. Properly illuminating my subject and removing 
shadows on the green-screen is an integral part of ensuring that keying can be 
completed effectively in post-production. 

!
!
!
!
!

SOUND 
Music.  
 The only piece of music used in my film is a track titled “Batalvi” by Swet Shop 
Boys. The fast rhythm of the song will complement the pace of my editing, and the 
choppy samples of Shiv Kumar Batalvi singing help to underpin the surreal atmosphere 
of the film. Likewise, the Punjabi and Pakistani influences throughout the song link in 
closely with my costume design and performance choices for my actress. The modern 
style of the song will appeal to my audience of young adults, while its upbeat nature will 
help to engage them throughout the film. 
!


